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SM

for Sunquest Mitogen™ LIMS
Extend Your Molecular Services to More Physicians

Receive electronic
orders and deliver
digital patient
results through a
feature-rich portal

A customized order entry and results reporting solution,
Sunquest Physician Portal for Sunquest Mitogen LIMS is
an essential tool for esoteric labs looking to grow their
molecular or genetic testing volume, capture complete
orders, improve patient safety, and deliver reliable results.

PORTAL FEATURES

DETAILED ELECTRONIC ORDERS

• Pre-configured portal that quickly provides 		
		 physicians easy access

• Capture patient insurance and billing information
• Run a test utilization report of ordering history
		 by physician and/or clinic

• Online personalized laboratory test catalog
• Powerful search capabilities across patients,
		 orders, results, and test catalog

• Capture pre-authorization information to 		
		 improve billing workflow

• Support for pooled testing

• Ask at order entry questions to capture 		
		 test-specific requirements

EFFICIENT RESULTS DELIVERY
• Decrease turnaround time (TAT) and 		
		 reconciliation calls with clean orders

• Identify STAT and other special handling orders
• Print lab-ready, branded requisitions and
		 specimen labels

• Review and print PDF result reports
• Send email notifications of result availability
• Auto-print reports to printers at physician offices
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• Automatically perform medical necessity checks
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Sunquest
Physician Portal
for Sunquest Mitogen LIMS

STREAMLINE YOUR MOLECULAR/GENETIC LAB’S
OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY AND EXTEND YOUR BRAND
Sunquest Physician Portal for Sunquest Mitogen LIMS provides your
lab with tools necessary to reduce data entry errors, increase customer
satisfaction, and ensure complete billing and clinical information on orders,
so you can deliver easily-accessible results to more physicians.

TEST VOLUME GROWTH

IMPROVED SEARCH

TARGETED RESULTS

DETAILED ORDER ENTRY

REPORT NOTIFICATIONS

PATIENT SAFETY SUPPORT

GROW YOUR BUSINESS WITH ELECTRONIC ORDERS
Increase revenue stream, improve customer service, and deliver first-class
order entry to support your healthcare enterprise.

EXTEND YOUR BRAND WITH ELECTRONIC RESULTS
About Sunquest • The One delivering labs to new heights
Sunquest Information Systems Inc. provides diagnostic informatics solutions to laboratories worldwide. With our wide-ranging technical and
cross-discipline expertise, and equally deep business acumen, no one is better equipped than Sunquest to transform your lab to meet today’s
complex healthcare challenges and deliver next-level performance. Since 1979, Sunquest has helped laboratories and healthcare
organizations enhance efficiency, improve patient care, and optimize financial results. Our capabilities include multi-site,
multi-disciplinary support for complex anatomic, molecular and genetic testing, and support engagement
with physicians and patients outside the hospitals at the point-of-care. Headquartered in
Tucson, AZ with offices in Calabasas, London, Dubai, Bangalore and
Brisbane, Sunquest is a global leader in healthcare
information technology.
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